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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT IS ALL?
The Academy for Lifelong Learning (ALL), a program of the Oregon State Alumni Association, was established in 2002.
You do not need to be an OSU retiree or an alumnus to be a member of ALL. ALL is a self-funded, peer-led
membership organization. ALL embraces learning as a lifelong process. As such, members—now numbering more than
300—support the Academy’s objectives through their participation as students, as presenters, and generally in the
successful operation of the program. In addition to the ALL Advisory Council, the administrative body, and the ALL
Curriculum and Facilities Committees, there are several other committees essential to the total effort. Your involvement in
ALL beyond being a student is welcomed and encouraged. Please contact any member of the Advisory Council,
Curriculum, or Facilities Committee for additional information. Get ALL involved! Periodic socials (coffee/tea) are held
throughout the term in the Fireside Room before or after classes for people to visit and share ideas. There will be advance
announcements of dates and times.

WHERE ARE THE CLASSES HELD?
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Most ALL classes meet in the Meeting Hall of the First
Congregational Church, United Church of Christ, 4515 SW West
Hills Rd. From east, go about .1 mile west of 35th St. &
Western, take a slight right off of Western onto West Hills, go .4
miles; the Church is located on right. From west on Philomath Blvd.,
turn left onto 53rd St., go .4 miles north, take right on West Hills,
go .5 miles; the Church is located on left. The Church has
ample parking behind the building. Headsets for enhanced hearing
during the classes are available. Class attendees are asked to turn off
(or set to vibrate only) all cell phones and pagers during classes.
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HOW DO I JOIN?
Membership in ALL is $100 per year. While you do not have to be affiliated with OSU in any way, we encourage you to
join the Oregon State Alumni Association (OSUAA). There is a five-percent discount in the ALL membership fee for
those who are members of OSUAA. There are some excellent benefits for being a member as well; please check
www.osualum.com under the benefits section for a full listing. You may attend as few or as many classes as you wish for
a full year beginning with the term in which you join. (Additional fees are charged for a few classes to cover books, travel,
class materials, meals, etc.) If you attended just two out of every three classes offered, each class would cost less than
$1 to attend—What A Deal!!

HOW DO I PAY?
You may pay either by personal check or with a credit card. Just enter the appropriate information in the specified area on
the Registration Form (INSERT 1). Your personal information will be handled with care and without risk of identity theft
or misuse of credit card information.
Please register as soon as possible, preferably before September 9th. Having the anticipated class attendance helps
with class planning. Join or register today!

WHAT IS THE CLASS CANCELLATION
POLICY?
If weather is questionable, members must evaluate their
personal risk in attending classes. It should be noted that in icy
conditions, the better approach to the Church is from 53rd St.
Classes will usually be held unless the presenter chooses to
cancel. If a class must be canceled, ALL will inform members
as soon as possible by sending an e-mail notice of cancellation
and by placing a cancellation notice on the ALL telephone
message. When in doubt, check your email or phone
541-737-9405.

HOW DO I CONTACT ALL?
Address: Academy for Lifelong Learning
OSU Alumni Association
204 CH2M Hill Alumni Center
Corvallis, Oregon 97331-6303
Phone: 541-737-9405 and leave a message. We will
try to return your call within 24 hours.
E-mail: admin@all-osuaa.org
Web:
www.ALL-osuaa.org
(includes the current class
descriptions and Registration Form)
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ALL CLASS DISCLAIMER: ALL attempts to provide classes of interest to a wide cross-section of ALL
members. There may be classes that are of no interest to some members and others may be controversial. ALL and
OSUAA do not endorse positions presented by the speakers. We are honored to provide this opportunity for
education and civil discourse and welcome all points of view.
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1. SCIENCE
Tuesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined.

FALL 2013
Theme classes are designated with the

The Cosmic Menagerie, or What’s Out There?

icon.

Tuesday, September 24, 9:30

The Universe is like a fractal: the closer we look, the more strange details we see. Bill Wickes, ALL member,
retired HP R&D director, and one-time astronomer, will take us on a tour of the Universe and its strange
denizens. We’ll meet everything from asterisms to zodiacal light, from black holes to dark energy. Wickes
will also give us an introduction to the zoo itself: space, time, and gravitation.
Host: Anna Ellendman
The Wolves in Our Beds!

Tuesday, October 1, 9:30

Approximately 14,000 years ago, dogs diverged from wolves, becoming the first domesticated species. Today, there are
over 70 million dogs living in human homes in the United States alone (many even sleep in their owners’ beds!). Beyond
companionship, dogs also serve in many critical working roles in our society. What do we know about the evolutionary and
lifetime changes that make it possible for humans to share such a close relationship with this species? Giovanna
Rosenlicht, OSU Instructor of Animal Science, and Monique Udell, OSU Assistant Professor of Animal & Rangeland
Sciences, will discuss the social implications and the science behind the human-animal bond, why it’s important, and whom
it impacts.
Host: Tom Savage
Shockwave: Surviving North America’s Biggest Disaster (DVD)

Tuesday, October 8, 9:30

This film was shown last winter, and we received requests to show it again. Shockwave, a documentary produced for the
CBC (Canada’s public broadcasting network), is the story of the scientists, emergency planners, and community leaders
who are working to help Pacific Northwest cities survive a devastating earthquake and tsunami along the Cascadia fault.
Seaside, Oregon is one of the featured towns, and the film includes a dramatic tsunami simulation filmed at the OSU Wave
Laboratory. (The film is not readily available for viewing in the United States.)
Host: Anna Ellendman
Radiation Risk and Regulations—Lessons from Fukushima and Elsewhere

Tuesday, October 15, 9:30

Kathryn Higley, OSU Department Head and Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Radiation Health Physics, will present
the state of the science regarding health risks associated with exposure to low levels of radiation. She will compare the
observed health effects with the regulatory guidelines for radiation exposure. She will discuss the consequences of current
standards in the context of the accident in Fukushima and the forced exclusion of the population near the damaged plants.
She will share her personal observations from her trip to Japan where she toured the Fukushima Daiichi site.
Host: Len Maki
Very High Temperature Reactor Research at OSU

Tuesday, October 22, 9:30

The Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) holds great promise as the next generation of nuclear power plants. The
VHTR will be more efficient than current power plants and will generate less radioactive waste. It will be safer, since it
cannot melt down in an accident. By operating at a very high temperature, it can produce hydrogen at a reasonable cost as
well as generate electricity. A test facility has been constructed at OSU to determine the operating and safety characteristics
of the VHTR. Brian Woods, Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering & Radiation Health Physics, will describe the
VHTR and the OSU test program.
Host: Len Maki
Would Darwin Recognize the Galapagos Today—An Entomologist’s Critical View

Tuesday, October 29, 9:30

Darwin’s brief visit to the Galapagos Islands, 178 years ago, helped shape his understanding of
evolution and left behind a legacy that can still be found. Today, more than 125,000 tourists visit
the islands each year to view evolution firsthand. But this influx of visitors and the 25,000
permanent residents on the four inhabited islands come with a heavy toll. Invasive species are the
biggest threat to the Galapagos’ unique biodiversity. Before becoming the Program Manager of
the Insect Pest Prevention and Management Program at the Oregon Department of Agriculture,
Helmuth Rogg spent several years doing research in the Galapagos.
Host: Anna Ellendman
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SCIENCE

Tuesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless otherwise noted in the class listing
Rangeland to Rooftops: The Future of Renewable Energy in the West

Tuesday, November 5, 9:30

Varner Seaman, Policy Director for the nonprofit Renewable Northwest Project (RNP), will provide an overview of the
growth of renewable energy in the West in recent years and what the future holds. In addition to highlighting the policies
and economics driving our recent growth, this talk will also feature the questions ahead for policy makers and residents of
the West, focusing on Oregon. Whether you own a ranch or a ranch house, this talk will be relevant for how you, as a
consumer of energy, fit in the future of our electrical grid.
Host: Denis Jarvis
Wildfire in the West: Past, Present, and Future

Tuesday, November 19, 9:30

Rick Miller, OSU Professor of Rangeland Ecology and Management, has spent nearly four decades studying the
impacts of fire in the Intermountain West. He has authored over 100 refereed publications, book chapters, and
books on ecology and fire, and he developed the Wildland Fire Ecology class on the OSU campus. This
presentation will look at how fire shapes landscapes, impacts ecosystems, and creates and destroys habitats. He
will cover the role of fire prior to European settlement, how it has changed since the late 1800s and into the 20 th
century, and projected climate changes. Current social and ecological issues and concerns will also be discussed.
Host: Len Maki
Understanding Beaver in the Beaver State

Tuesday, December 3, 9:30

American beavers are often called ecosystem engineers and keystone species due to the positive effects their dams have on
surrounding abiotic and biotic communities. However, beavers also are called nuisance species when their dam building
causes conflict with humans. Jimmy Taylor is a project leader for the USDA National Wildlife Research Center and a
courtesy faculty member in the OSU College of Forestry. His research involves identifying and reducing human-wildlife
conflicts, as well as gaining new knowledge of species that often are in conflict with humans.
Host: Bill Wickes

2013 CLASS THEME: HEALTHY LIVING
Over the past few years, many ALL classes have explored topics within a common theme. Communications and Living on
a Crowded Planet were the themes in 2011 and 2012. With the Winter Term 2013, ALL adopted the theme of Healthy
Living. Classes with a focus on this theme will be offered in 2013. Some of the topics under this theme are physical health,
mental health, diet, social interactions, how other societies/countries promote or practice healthy living, a clean
environment, and health care. Classes that cover topics on this theme will be designated by the
icon. This is the final
term for this theme. Please give any suggestions for topics for future themes to a Curriculum Committee member or via
email to: ALL@all-osuaa.org. ALL welcomes feedback on the adoption of past and future themes.

ALL Scholarship and Membership Assistance Fund
Beginning with the 2013-14 year, the Academy for Lifelong Learning will have two programs, both funded
entirely by voluntary donations from ALL members.


A new ALL Scholarship Fund will award one or two $1,000 scholarships to undergraduate OSU students who exhibit
financial need and who are working toward a career that will promote life-long learning opportunities.



The Membership Assistance Fund (already in existence) provides a limited number of grants to ALL members who
need financial assistance to pay their annual membership dues.

Share your love of learning with others by including a donation to one or both funds in the appropriate spot on the Class
Registration form. Donations are tax deductible as allowed by law.
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2. ISSUES & IDEAS

FALL 2013

Tuesdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless date & time underlined.

Theme classes are designated with the

Community Housing Land Trusts: Affordable Housing When Land Is Scarce

icon.

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1:30

The Community Land Trust (CLT) model was created over 30 years ago to address the problem of affordable
housing at that time. The movement has grown nationally; CLTs in 200 communities are now helping low-and
moderate-income families build equity through home ownership and at the same time preserving affordability of
homes for future residents. Bettina Schempf, former Executive Director of Benton Habitat for Humanity, will
describe the nuts and bolts, and dollars and cents of CLTs, and explain how Benton Habitat and Willamette
Neighborhood Housing Services are using a similar model to create and maintain affordable local housing.
Host: Bill Hohenboken
An Iron Fist in a Velvet Glove

Tuesday, October 1, 1:30

Police officer Debbie Thelen, a 22-year veteran of the City of Corvallis Police Department and its Training
Coordinator for eight years, will tell how Corvallis police officers are trained to deal with difficult situations
involving juveniles, the mentally disturbed, the addicted, and the college party goers. She will also let us know
how it is for a woman to function in a traditionally male-employment environment. If you like TV cop shows,
come and find out about the real thing!
Host: John Wolcott
Local Foods! —Production to Platter! —A Moving Experience!

Monday, Oct. 7, 8:45 AM-5:00 PM

Witness progressive, innovative, and sustainable food production and marketing practices on
our bus tour to La Mancha Orchard (organic apples, hazelnuts, plums, cherries and peaches),
Sweet Home Farms (Angus and Belted Galloway cattle, Kiko goats, Katahdin sheep and big,
hairy guard dogs) and Sunset Lane Farm (diverse vegetables, including the bizarre Witloof
Chicory). Dine from delectable pizzas and salads at Spoleto’s in Sweet Home, which uses
many locally sourced ingredients. Registration by September 20th is limited to 45 ALL
members. $25 registration fee for bus transportation and lunch. (Gluten-free and vegetarian
options will be available.) Walking will be required to participate fully in the tour. Be at the
church at 8:45 for prompt 9:00 AM departure. We expect to return before 5:00 PM.
Host: Bill Hohenboken
The Story of Physical Therapy

Tuesday October 8, 1:30

Most of us have a sense of the impact of physical therapy on our lives. As we succumb to pain
in our bodies, accept prosthetic devices, and get broken bones repaired, it is the physical
therapist to whom we turn to get us mobile again. However, it was less than 100 years ago that
nurses in the First World War attempted to rehabilitate injured soldiers so that they could return
to the trenches. This was the beginning of the profession that is practiced today. Michael Gray
directs the physical therapy program at the Corvallis Clinic and will outline the changes that
have occurred and present-day practice.
Host: Colin Brown
Sing a Song of Science

Tuesday, October 15, 1:30

This class will cover exciting approaches to teaching science in the rapidly evolving classroom of the
21st century. It will feature novel electronic methods and, of course, will be full of metabolic
melodies, limericks, and other fun items. The presenter will be Kevin Ahern, OSU Senior Instructor
in the Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics.
Host: Judy Ringle
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ISSUES & IDEAS

Tuesdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless otherwise noted in the class listing
Northwest Climate Science Center Coordinating Climate Science

Tuesday, October 22, 1:30

The Northwest Climate Science Center (NW CSC) was established in 2010 by the U.S. Department of the Interior to
address the challenges presented by climate change in managing cultural and natural resources in the northwestern United
States. The mission is to provide the scientific information, tools, and techniques needed to anticipate, monitor, and adapt
to climate change. Nicole DeCrappeo, NW CSC Research Manager, will discuss the center’s structure, research projects,
and partnerships with respect to efforts to coordinate and advance climate science and to predict and respond to changes
that may impact the Northwest.
Host: Colin Brown
OSU Alumni Association 101

Tuesday, October 29, 1:30

Learn about exciting programs and activities the Oregon State University Alumni Association hosts for alumni, friends, and
supporters of Oregon State. Julie Schwartz, Associate Executive Director for Alumni Programs, and Suzanne Flores,
Regional Network Director, will open our eyes to the wonderful world of the OSUAA. In this session, participants will
have a behind-the-scene lesson about the structure of the association, the programs that it offers to alumni throughout the
country, and how they can get more involved.
Host: Judy Ringle
An Insider’s Look at the Oregon Legislature from the Outside

Tuesday, November 5 , 1:30

Taxes, PERS, education, social programs etc.: the Oregon legislature deals with these areas each biennium. Bill Kemper,
509J School Board member, will moderate a panel discussion with three former members of the Oregon legislature. Frank
Morse, Republican, represented District 8 in the Oregon State Senate from 2003 until 2012. Cliff Trow, Democrat, served
seven 4-year terms (28 years total) as an Oregon State Senator, representing the Corvallis area from 1975 until 2003. Tony
Van Vliet was a Republican member of the Oregon House of Representatives from 1975 to 1995 representing the Corvallis
Area. Their experience will shed some light on today’s legislation or lack thereof.
Host: Bill Kemper
Can Wolves Save Yellowstone’s Aspen?

Tuesday, November 12, 9:30

In 1995-96, after a 70-year absence, gray wolves were reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park. When wolves were
absent from the park, elk exerted heavy browsing pressure on aspen, as well as other woody species such as willow and
cottonwood, eventually preventing the capability of these plants to establish and grow successfully. However, with the
return of wolves and consequent changes in elk numbers and behavior, these plant communities have begun to recover, thus
benefiting a wide range of animal species and ecosystem functions. Bob Beschta, OSU Emeritus Professor of Forest
Ecosystems and Society, will provide a summary of some of his research over 12 years in Yellowstone that chronicles the
important changes now underway in Yellowstone National Park.
Host: Bill Kemper
Health Care Reform in Oregon

Tuesday, November 19, 1:30

The Benton County Health Department carries out the mandates of national and state health care laws enacted by Congress,
and the Oregon Legislature. Mitchell Anderson, Director of the Benton County Health Department, will give a summary of
where we are locally and statewide regarding Oregon’s health reform efforts, how federal reform is moving in relation to
Oregon, and what’s in store over the next few years.
Host: John Wolcott
The Global Water Situation: Crisis AND Opportunity

Tuesday, December 3, 1:30

Many have become immune to issues surrounding access to and use of freshwater on a global scale—but from distinct
perspectives. There are those who accept that we have a crisis, but cannot process any more data on its severity. A second,
rather large constituency doubts whether a crisis exists at all. Rich Meganck, International Program Leader of the OSU
Institute for Water and Watersheds, will provide an overview of the global status of our most precious resource and engage
with the audience as to the major issues we face and perhaps, with some luck, outline concepts of how to move forward.
Host: Ed Heath
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3. WORLD CULTURES: AUSTRALIA

FALL 2013

Wednesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined. Theme classes are designated with the
An Expat Looks Back: Adventures in Australian History

icon.

Wednesday, September 25, 9:30

Australia’s social and political history since Europeans arrived is an indelicate mess of convicts, conflicts, colony, class,
and change. Sally Duncan, Director of OSU’s Policy Analysis Laboratory, will draw on her own life in Australia and on
several books—The Tyranny of Distance (re: early development), Damned Whores and God’s Police (women’s early roles),
Wool (industry and animals), and The Australian Miracle (recent technological innovations)— to paint the outlines, and she
fills them in with larrikins, tall poppies, mateship, the bush, and shells.
Host: Andrea Dailey
At the Movies, in Australia

Wednesday, October 2, 9:30

Australia has been on the leading edge of the world’s film industry for more than a century. Paul Turner, of Darkside
Cinema in Corvallis, will explore some of this rich history which includes Oscar-winning films such as The Piano and Babe
and stars ranging from Errol Flynn in the 1930s to Cate Blanchett today.
Host: Andrea Dailey
Australia’s Ediacaran Dreamtime

Wednesday, October 9, 9:30

Early communities of life on land paved the way for the Cambrian explosion of life. Fossils from the Flinders and
MacDonnell Ranges of Australia’s iconic red-rock outback are among the oldest known fossils of multicellular organisms.
These Ediacaran fossils had been considered marine, but new discoveries of fossil soils by Greg Retallack, Professor of
Geological Sciences at the University of Oregon, now reveal that they lived on land like lichens and cyanobacteria of
modern desert crusts.
Host: Rich Wittrup
Aboriginal/Indigenous Values, Spiritualities, and Worldview

Wednesday, October 16, 9:30

An introduction to indigenous (including Australian Aboriginal) values, spiritualities, and worldview through an indigenous
lens. Randy Woodley, Distinguished Associate Professor of Faith and Culture at George Fox University and Seminary, will
explore some of the differences between indigenous and Western worldviews.
Host: Renate Schuller
Historical Perspective of Australian/U.S. Labor Relations

Wednesday, October 23, 9:30

The U.S. and Australian labor relations systems began as very different models for raising the economic standards and
security of workers. But in the late 20th century, globalization and neo-liberalism brought a growing convergence of the
two. Marcus Widenor, Associate Professor Emeritus with the Labor Education and Research Center at the University of
Oregon, a labor historian and former union organizer, will examine and compare how trade unionism has developed in both
countries in light of current global trends in industrial relations.
Host: Rich Wittrup
The Literary Landscape of Australia

Wednesday, October 30, 9:30

American travel companies regularly use images of the Australian landscape to represent an exotic and faraway destination,
but Australian writers are equally fascinated by their native landscape. Per Henningsgaard, Portland State University
Assistant Professor of English, will examine the Australian landscape and its six major features—desert, ocean, rainforest,
bush, city, and suburb—as they are represented in Australian literature. In their representations of this landscape, we find
the key to a unique set of insights into Australian history and culture.
Host: Andrea Dailey
Of Droughts and Flooding Rains: Wheat, an Australian Perspective

Wednesday, November 6, 9:30

Australia once “rode on the sheep’s back,” but wheat was equally important to the beginnings of the colony, its survival,
and its future prosperity. Experience a little history, some soil, a soupçon of technology, and, of course, railroads and
plagues, with Andrew Ross, OSU Associate Professor in both the Department of Crop and Soil Science and in the
Department of Food Science and Technology. He will follow wheat in Australia from its near disastrous beginnings to its
current position as a major export crop.
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WORLD CULTURES: AUSTRALIA

Wednesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless otherwise noted in the class listing
Around Australia on the Princes Highway

Wednesday, November 13, 9:30

Fred Ramsey, OSU Professor Emeritus of Statistics, will take us on a whirlwind tour around the perimeter of the continent
of Australia on the Princes Highway, the first and only sealed (paved) highway through much of the country. In our
travels, we will see much of the wealth of birds, mammals, reptiles, butterflies, and magnificent countryside that makes
Australia an important destination for nature lovers and environmentalists.
Host: David Eiseman
BBC Documentary of the Great Barrier Reef

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1:30 & Thursday, Nov. 14, 1:30

Rich Wittrup will show this BBC documentary film of the Great Barrier Reef, which depicts a magnificent natural world
with amazing underwater scenes, spectacular scenery, and the beautiful wildlife that lives there. Selected as a World
Heritage Site in 1981, the Reef is one of the wonders of the natural world. The symbiotic relationship between the Reef
and its inhabitants is a delicate one. The film is in three parts, Nature’s Miracle, Reef to Rain Forest, and The Reef
and Beyond.
Host: Rich Wittrup
Living on the Edge: Forests, Fire, and Climate of Australia

Wednesday, November 20, 9:30

Australia is truly the fire continent, where fire, vegetation, and climate interact to create the most fire-dependent continent
in the world. Thomas Spies, Research Ecologist with the USDA Forest Service, will examine the forest, geological, and
climatic history of the continent and take a photographic tour through Australian forest landscapes including the rainforests
of Queensland, the tall mountain ash forests of Victoria, the forested landscape of Tasmania, and the massive Karri forests
clinging to the southwestern tip of Western Australia.
Host: Renate Schuller
Gala Australian Dinner

Wednesday, Nov. 20, No-Host Bar: 5:30 PM - Dinner at 6:00 PM

Salad: baby greens and Belgian endive with
Dessert: lamingtons-vanilla cake coated
roasted beets, orange segments and asparagus
with chocolate icing and grated coconut,
with honey-lime vinaigrette
garnished with whipped cream
Main Course: grilled swordfish with lime-basil Beverages: pineapple and berry spritzer,
beuree blanc
Allann Bros. regular and decaf coffee, tea,
hot chocolate, ice water, assorted soft
Vegetarian Option: grilled marinated tofu
drinks
with lime-basil beuree blanc
No-host Bar: Australian red and white
Sides: sweet potato mash and braised Swiss
wine, and beer (non Australian)
chard
Location: CH2M Hill Alumni Center [Free campus parking after 5:00 PM]
Cost: $22, including gratuity [Submit Payment with Class Registration $]
Vines Down Under: Wine Regions of Australia and New Zealand

Wednesday, December 4, 9:30

The wine regions of Australia and New Zealand provide insights into the geography, history, and
cultures of these countries. Sid Nolan, Ph.D., and Mary Lee Nolan, OSU Professor Emeritus of
Geography, will take us on a video tour from Sydney to remote Queensland and the Red Center, then to
Adelaide and the Barossa, McLaren, Yarra Valley, and Rutherglen wine regions. The dramatic Great
Ocean Road takes us back to Sydney and the Hunter Valley with excursions into mountainous wildlife
parks, historic sites, and cities along the way. We will take in New Zealand’s north and south islands,
various wine districts, geysers of Rotorua, the Southern Alps, and coastal fjords.
Host: David Eiseman
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4. ARTS

FALL 2013

Thursdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined.

Theme classes are designated with the

High Desert Dreams: The Lost Homesteads of the Fort Rock Basin

icon.

Thursday, September 26, 9:30

Nearly 100 years ago the last great land rush of the American West drew over 1,200 homesteaders to the sagebrush desert
of Oregon’s Fort Rock Basin. But the settlers’ dreams of carving out a livelihood on their own piece of the frontier were
done in by the harsh realities of the high desert climate. Within 15 years, the new towns had emptied, the schools were
boarded up, and abandoned cabins littered the landscape. Corvallis photographer Rich Bergeman spent the fall of 2012
exploring the Fort Rock Basin, and he’ll share the forgotten story of the homestead years through his own photographs of
the vanishing evidence that remains.
Host: Susan Smyth Tucker
Saving Lives: Essences and Essentials of the Arts

Thursday, October 3, 9:30

Marion Rossi, OSU Associate Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, explores the integral nature, and several
ultimate meanings, of artistic expression in our lives. In a world increasingly driven by time, profit, and
functionality, the profound connection between our creativity and our humanity is easily overlooked, even
lost. The many ways in which art shapes and saves lives makes it more than a luxury or distraction; it is a
cardinal component of who we are and what we can hope to achieve as human beings. Art is us!
Host: Nancy Groesz
Rite of Spring, Modernism, and Other Matters

Thursday, October 10, 9:30

This year marks the centenary of the riot-plagued premiere of Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring (Le Sacre du Printemps),
a work that has remained compelling and influential ever since. While discussing the nature of this piece compositionally
and aesthetically, David Eiseman, OSU Professor Emeritus of Music, will include other works by this master, each having
its uniqueness separate from that of the Rite, while the stylistic stamp of the composer remains intact. He will place
Stravinsky (1882-1971) in the context of turn-of-the-century intellectual and cultural crises as manifested in physics
(Einstein), psychology (Freud), and the arts, visual (Kandinsky, Gauguin, Picasso) and literary (Joyce, Verlaine,
Maeterlinck). He will discuss other composers (Mahler, Strauss, Schoenberg, Berg, Debussy, Ives) in reference to their
respective modernist traditions.
Host: Nancy Groesz
Poetry and Carpentry Converge

Wednesday, October 16, 1:30

Carpentry and poetry might seem an unlikely combination, though not for the well-known Oregon poet Clem Starck. For
over 40 years he worked on construction sites from San Francisco to British Columbia, bridge building to carpentry. For
more than fifteen years, he was employed in OSU’s Physical Plant, focusing on campus maintenance and repair work. The
author of five poetry books, and the recipient of several literary awards including the Oregon Book Award, Starck will read
poems drawn from his carpentry experiences, with time for questions and answers at the conclusion. His most recent
endeavor is entitled Rembrandt, Chainsaw, which he recites with devilish wit.
Host: Nancy Groesz
In the Temple of Wolves

Thursday, October 24, 9:30

Before retiring, Rick Lamplugh, author of technical books, considered what he wanted from the next life
phase. He wanted to be a creative writer. During the winters of 2012 and 2013, he and his wife Mary
volunteered and lived at the Lamar Buffalo Ranch in the remote northeastern corner of Yellowstone
National Park. He learned to respect the wondrous world of nature, and memorialize it in his writing. In
November 2013, he will publish in paperback and Ebook In the Temple of Wolves, a book about living and
working in Yellowstone. Rick will read story excerpts and discuss what he learned about volunteering and
the ecological cycle that constitutes Yellowstone. To read more about these experiences and view images,
Rick’s blog is: http://www.ricklamplugh.blogspot.com/

Host: Dick Weinman
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Continued

ARTS

Thursdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless otherwise noted in the class listing
Folk Harp 101

Thursday, October 31, 9:30

For nearly 30 years, Dave and Sharon Thormahlen have made their living creating music and
musical instruments. Their specialty is the folk harp, which is particularly well suited to
therapeutic music. Sharon has published 13 books of harp music and Dave has built 1,300
instruments. They also play guitar, bass, mandolin, and banjo, enjoying a variety of musical
styles. They’ll take you on a virtual tour of their workshop and share musical examples of what
they do. Go to www.thorharp.com for a preview.
Host: Jim Noel
Katazome, Then and Now

Thursday, November 7, 9:30

The Japanese have produced patterned fabric for hundreds of years using a technique virtually unknown in the
West. Katazome, which means stencil dyeing, uses intricate hand-cut paper stencils to apply a rice paste resist
before dyeing the fabric. The stencils are works of art in themselves and were a source of inspiration to European
designers at the beginning of the 20th century. Karen Miller has spent 20 years studying and perfecting this art,
beginning with traditional Japanese patterns but moving on to original designs reflecting her background as a
marine biologist and naturalist. She holds a Ph.D. in zoology from OSU.
Host: Susan Smyth Tucker
Elders, Stories, and Community

Thursday, November 14, 9:30

Corvallis author Gregg Kleiner wrote the novel Where River Turns to Sky (a finalist for the Oregon Book Award
and the Patterson Fiction Prize), following an exchange-student year in Thailand, where he lived for a month at a
Buddhist monastery. Returning home, he was shocked to see how our culture views elders, compared to
Thailand. His novel is a reaction to this discovery. Kleiner will discuss the roles of community and elders in his
fiction, the importance of stories in life, and his experiences with publishing and Hollywood. He has also
published in Orion, The Sun, Oregon Humanities, and elsewhere. When not writing fiction, he works as a
freelance communications specialist.
Host: Dick Weinman
From Baby Grands to Kazoos

Thursday, November 21, 9:30

Ken Oefelein never intended to grow a business—with payroll, inventory,
employees—Gracewinds just happened. From a love of playing music and a wild
vision of making and repairing musical instruments, the seed of Gracewinds grew
roots in Ken’s garage. Almost 30 years later, Gracewinds has 15 or more
employees and sells everything musical from grand pianos to kazoos. It has
survived because of the wonderful musicians that continue to shop there, terrific employees, and care for doing
the right thing. Ken will tell the story of Gracewinds, from his decision to leave teaching at Montessori in
Corvallis, to learn about instrument workings in Iowa, and to return to Corvallis to follow his dream.
Host: Dick Weinman
50 Years of Poster Making for Jazz, Sports, and Theater

Thursday, December 5, 9:30

Earl Newman left the East Coast in 1960 with his family to make his way in the competitive world of art in
Venice, California. A long-time Summit resident, he will tell his story of creating silk-screened posters of jazz
greats for the Monterey Jazz Festival (and others) along with a bit of his artistic philosophy. His exhibit, 50
Years of Jazz, Sports and Theater Posters, at The Arts Center with a reception on Nov 21st at 5:30 PM, will
provide a nice viewing opportunity prior to his talk.
Host: Jim Noel
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5. HUMANITIES

FALL 2013

Thursdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless date & time underlined.

Theme classes are designated with the

The Total Surveillance Society: Is Privacy a Thing of the Past?

icon.

Thursday, September 26, 1:30

In recent years we have seen an exponential increase of surveillance technology, including video
cameras in public places, the use of drones, location tracking, and the monitoring of internet searches
and keystrokes. When this is coupled with the quickly decreasing cost of mass data storage, we face
the very real possibility that every place we go, everything we say—and even most things we
think—may be retrievable by the government and private businesses forever. Is it possible to protect
any shred of privacy in the “Brave New World?” David Fidanque, Executive Director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of Oregon, will discuss what the ACLU is doing to protect privacy in 2013.
Host: Cliff Trow
Stories From a Crow Indian Life

Thursday, October 3, 1:30

Lillian Bullshows Hogan (1905-2003) was born in Montana to parents who lived nomadically. She grew up with a
miniature tepee and a fast horse but knew the bitterness of Indian boarding school and the demands of Euro-American
society. She became an enthralling storyteller and, in time, the oldest member of her tribe. In her last years she recounted
her memories to her daughter, Mardell Plainfeather, and to a family friend, Barbara Loeb, OSU Associate Professor of Art.
The resulting stories are warm, funny, heartbreaking and culturally rich, creating an extraordinary window into a century of
Crow doings, now published in The Woman Who Loved Mankind, the Life of a Twentieth-Century Crow Elder. Loeb will
read selected stories and describe how she and Plainfeather worked on the project together, searching for an innovative way
to avoid European writing standards and truly recapture Lillian’s voice.
Host: Cathy Cooper
160 Years of Photography Viewed Through One Family’s History

Thursday, October 10, 1:30

Photos are insight into lifestyle, activities, and trends of the time. Using visual anthropology as a basis for
reviewing old family photos handed down in her family since 1852, Bonnie Napier will present both a history
of photography and her family stories preserved through photos. From candid family photos, mining silver in
Mexico in the 1800s, trips by car in 1903, photos of nuclear explosions and train wrecks, she will discuss photo
preservation. Napier, retired Associate Professor of Occupational Therapy at Dominican University of
California, used photos to teach students subtle cultural and health perceptual meanings. She volunteers in
photo preservation for the Children’s Farm Home and the Benton County Museum.
Host: Bonnie Napier
Joyce’s Ulysses: Seldom Read but Most Influential

Friday, October 18, 9:30

Neil Davison, OSU Associate Professor of Literature, introduces Joyce in the contexts of literary Modernism and colonial
Ireland and leads a discussion of Ulysses, cited by some as the most influential novel of the 20th century. Joyce’s work has
the dubious distinction of being among the great unread books. As a figure of the Modernist movement in Western arts,
Joyce ranks among Picasso or Stravinsky. He engages colonial injustice and promotes a decolonized world where
difference is celebrated rather than used to dehumanize and oppress. Joyce’s modern Ulysses is a marginalized Jew, whose
hybrid identity remains critical to subjugated groups today. Despite its avant-garde form, Ulysses tells the story of an
ordinary, petit-bourgeois life becoming extraordinary through memory, community, and imperfect yet enduring love.
Host: Cliff Trow
Organizing a Smaller Space: Sorting Trash from Treasures

?

Thursday, October 24, 1:30

Did you ever try to organize your space and wind up tired at the end of the day and the space looks the
same? Kristin Bertilson, owner of Queen B Organizing, is a nationally recognized professional organizer
and has worked with downsizing and organizing homes, collections, estates, and work spaces. How do you
know what is important, where to start, and how or when to let go? This class will take your problem
areas, your questions, and your memories and help you break them down to a manageable level. You will
leave with answers to specific questions and concrete solutions that can be used immediately.
Host: Bonnie Napier
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Continued

HUMANITIES

Thursdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless otherwise noted in the class listing
Thomas More: Civic Humanism, Utopia, and Treason in Henry VIII’s England

Thurs., Oct. 31, 1:30

Cliff Trow, OSU Professor Emeritus of History, will lead a discussion of two DVDs concerning the civic role played by
Thomas More during the reign of Henry VIII. While working for the monarch, More befriended Desiderius Erasmus and
the humanists and wrote his influential Utopia. Opposed to Henry VIII’s divorce of Catharine of Aragon and marriage to
Anne Boleyn, More refused to take an oath prescribed in the the Act of Succession and was found to be guilty of treason.
He was beheaded on July 6, 1535.
Host: Cliff Trow
Richard III—Fact, Fiction and Some Fun Speculation

Thursday, November 7, 1:30

Corvallis citizen Jonathan Hayes is an officer of the Richard III Society. He will describe recent research which recasts
Richard III in a more favorable light. Shakespeare and Tudor dynasty historians had previously made Richard III into a
perfect villain of monstrous shape and murderous inclination. Hayes will counter this negative assessment with a more
balanced view informed by new findings and scholarship.
Host: Cliff Trow
The Bible and Politics: Christian Right and Christian Left

Tuesday, November 12, 1:30

Marcus Borg, OSU Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Religion and Culture and author of 20 books, will
explore the topic of the Bible and Politics: Christian Right and Christian Left. American Christianity is
deeply divided between “right” and “left” (with also a Christian “middle”). The lecture explores this division
as well as the Bible and politics.
Host: Cathy Cooper
Introducing Literature of Ancient Poets Rumi and Attar

Thursday, November 21, 1:30

Arfa Aflatooni, an Iranian-born sociology instructor at LBCC, will provide an introduction to the literature of Rumi and
Attar. Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Balkhī (Rumi) was a 13th-century Persian poet, jurist, theologian, and Sufi mystic. His
works are legendary and have been widely translated. Abū Ḥamīd bin Abū Bakr Ibrāhīm, known as Attar, was a 12 thcentury Persian poet. His work was a major influence on Rumi.
Host: Megha Shyam
Glaucoma: The Silent Thief

Thursday, December 5, 1:30

Because there are no early symptoms of primary open angle glaucoma, regular screening is essential for
diagnosis and successful treatment. This is the most common type of glaucoma that affects over two million
Americans with almost eight percent of Americans over 80 having it. Dr. Alan Chaimov, retired Corvallis
Clinic ophthalmologist, will discuss various risk factors, as well as techniques to evaluating the structure and
the function of the eye relating to glaucoma. Treatment therapies and methodologies will be explored.
Host: Megha Shyam
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CLASS SELECTION
FALL 2013

YOUR COPY

Before sending in your registration form, take a moment and either make a copy of it or use
this page to note which classes you selected. You will then have a record of your
expressed intentions.
Exceptional dates and times are in Bold print.
If a
symbol is shown, the class/event is not at the First Congregational Church. Please plan
transportation accordingly. “Healthy Living” theme classes are designated with the icon.
1. Science

Wednesday, Oct. 23, 9:30-11:30: Australian/U.S. Labor Relations

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 9:30-11:30: Cosmic Menagerie

Wednesday, Oct. 30, 9:30-11:30: Literary Landscape of Australia

Tuesday, Oct. 1, 9:30-11:30: Wolves in Our Beds

Wednesday, Nov. 6, 9:30-11:30: Wheat, an Australian Perspective

Tuesday, Oct. 8, 9:30-11:30: Shockwave

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 9:30-11:30: Australia on the Princes Highway

Tuesday, Oct. 15, 9:30-11:30: Radiation Risk and
Regulations
Tuesday, Oct. 22, 9:30-11:30: Very High Temperature
Reactor Research at OSU
Tuesday, Oct. 29, 9:30-11:30: Would Darwin Recognize
the Galapagos Today
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 9:30-11:30: Renewable Energy in the
West
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 9:30-11:30: Wildfire in the West

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1:30-3:30: BBC Great Barrier Reef 1 & 2
Thursday, Nov. 14, 1:30-3:30: BBC Great Barrier Reef 3
Wednesday, Nov. 20, 9:30-11:30: Forests, Fire & Climate of
Australia
Wednesday, Nov. 20, 5:30: Gala Australian Dinner
$
Wednesday, Dec. 4, 9:30-11:30: Wine of Australia & New Zealand

4. Arts

Tuesday, Dec. 3, 9:30-11:30: Understanding Beaver in the
Beaver State

Thursday, Sept. 26, 9:30-11:30: Fort Rock Basin Homesteads
Thursday, Oct. 3, 9:30-11:30: Essences and Essentials of the Arts

2. Issues & Ideas

Thursday, Oct. 10, 9:30-11:30: Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1:30-3:30: Community Housing
Land Trusts
Tuesday, Oct. 1, 1:30-3:30: Iron Fist in a Velvet Glove

Wednesday, Oct. 16, 1:30-3:30: Poetry and Carpentry Converge
Thursday, Oct. 24, 9:30-11:30: In the Temple of Wolves

Monday, Oct. 7, 8:45-5:00: Local Foods! —Production to
Platter! $
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 1:30-3:30: The Story of Physical Therapy

Thursday, Oct. 31, 9:30-11:30: Folk Harp 101

Tuesday, Oct. 15, 1:30-3:30: Sing a Song of Science

Thursday, Nov. 14, 9:30-11:30: Elders, Stories, and Community

Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1:30-3:30: Northwest Climate Science
Center
Tuesday, Oct. 29, 1:30-3:30: OSU Alumni Association

Thursday, Nov. 21, 9:30-11:30: From Baby Grands to Kazoos

Tuesday, Nov. 5, 1:30-3:30: Insider’s Look at the Oregon
Legislature
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 9:30-11:30: Can Wolves Save
Yellowstone’s Aspen?
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 1:30-3:30: Oregon Health Care Reform

Thursday, Nov. 7, 9:30-11:30: Katazome, Then and Now

Thursday, Dec. 5, 9:30-11:30: 50 Years of Poster Making

5. Humanities
Thursday, Sept. 26, 1:30-3:30: Total Surveillance Society
Thursday, Oct. 3, 1:30-3:30: Stories from a Crow Indian Life
Thursday, Oct. 10, 1:30-3:30: 160 Years of Photography

Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1:30-3:30: Global Water Situation

Friday, Oct. 18, 9:30-11:30: Joyce’s Ulysses

3. World Cultures: Australia

Thursday, Oct. 24, 1:30-3:30: Organizing a Smaller Space

Wed., Sept. 25, 9:30-11:30: Adventures in Australian
History
Wed., Oct. 2, 9:30-11:30: At the Movies, in Australia

Thursday, Oct. 31, 1:30-3:30: Thomas More
Thursday, Nov. 7, 1:30-3:30: Richard III
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1:30-3:30: The Bible and Politics

Wed., Oct. 9, 9:30-11:30: Australia’s Ediacaran Dreamtime

Thursday, Nov. 21, 1:30-3:30: Ancient Poets Rumi and Attar

Wed., Oct. 16, 9:30-11:30: Aboriginal/Indigenous Values,
Spiritualities, and Worldview

Thursday, Dec. 5, 1:30-3:30: Glaucoma
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Exceptional dates and times are in Bold print.

TUESDAY

AM Science
PM Issues & Ideas

WEDNESDAY

FALL 2013 CALENDAR

THURSDAY

AM World Cultures: Australia

AM Arts
PM Humanities

September 24

September 25

September 26

9:30-3:30 Cosmic Menagerie

9:30-11:30 Adventures in
Australian History

9:30-11:30 Fort Rock Basin
Homesteads
1:30-3:30 Total Surveillance
Society

1:30-3:30 Community Housing
Land Trusts

October 1

October 2

October 3

9:30-11:30 Wolves in Our Beds

9:30-11:30 At the Movies, in
Australia

9:30-11:30 Essences and
Essentials of the Arts
1:30-3:30 Stories from a Crow
Indian Life

1:30-3:30 Iron Fist in a Velvet
Glove

October 8

October 9

October 10

9:30-11:30 Shockwave

9:30-11:30 Australia’s Ediacaran
Dreamtime

9:30-11:30 Stravinsky’s Rite of
Spring
1:30-3:30 160 Years of
Photography

1:30-3:30 The Story of Physical
Therapy

October 15

October 16

October 17

9:30-11:30 Radiation Risk and
Regulations
1:30-3:30 Sing a Song of Science

9:30-11:30 Aboriginal/Indigenous
Values

NNO MORNING CLASSO

NO MORNING CLASS

1:30-3:30 Poetry and Carpentry
Converge

NO AFTERNOON CLASS

October 22

October 23

October 24

9:30-11:30 OSU Very High
Temperature Reactor Research
1:30-3:30 Northwest Climate
Science Center

9:30-11:30 Australian/U.S. Labor
Relations

9:30-11:30 In the Temple of
Wolves
1:30-3:30 Organizing a Smaller
Space

October 29

October 30

October 31

9:30-11:30 Would Darwin
Recognize the Galapagos Today?
1:30-3:30 OSU Alumni
Association

9:30-11:30 Literary Landscape of
Australia

9:30-11:30 Folk Harp 101

November 5

November 6
9:30-11:30 Wheat, an Australian
Perspective

9:30-11:30 Renewable Energy in
the West
1:30-3:30 Insider’s Look at the
Oregon Legislature

1:30-3:30 Thomas More

November 12

November 13

9:30-11:30 Can Wolves Save
Yellowstone’s Aspen?
1:30-3:30 The Bible and Politics

9:30-11:30 Australia on the
Princes Highway

November 7
9:30-11:30 Katazome, Then and
Now
1:30-3:30 Richard III

November 14
9:30-11:30 Elders, Stories, and
Community

1:30-3:30 BBC Great Barrier
Reef 1 & 2

1:30-3:30 BBC Great Barrier
Reef 3

November 19

November 20

November 21

9:30-11:30 Wildfire in the West

9:30-11:30 Forests, Fire &
Climate of Australia

1:30-3:30 Health Care Reform in
Oregon

5:30 PM Gala Dinner [OSU]
$

9:30-11:30 From Baby Grands to
Kazoos
1:30-3:30 Ancient Poets Rumi and
Attar

December 3

December 4

December 5

9:30-11:30 Understanding Beaver
in the Beaver State
1:30-3:30 Global Water Situation

9:30-11:30 Wine of Australia &
New Zealand

9:30-11:30 50 Years of Poster
Making
1:30-3:30: Glaucoma
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MONDAY/FRIDAY

MONDAY Oct. 7
8:45 AM-5:00 PM
Local Foods
Field Trip $

FRIDAY Oct. 18
9:30 AM-11:30AM
Joyce’s Ulysses
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Oregon State University
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Learning - Enrichment - Socializing

Engaging alumni and friends
of OSU in the promotion and
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through lifelong learning
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